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Abstract The Marmara section of the North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ) is late in its
seismic cycle and can be expected to produce a magnitude M up to 7.4 earthquake dur-
ing the next decades in direct vicinity to the 15-million population center Istanbul. This
setting translates the seismic hazard into very high risk and makes a thorough under-
standing of the current seismotectonic setting of this NAFZ section a pressing task. The
absence of near-fault stations along most part of the offshore Marmara section limits the
reliability of existing seismicity catalogues for this region. For the first time we combine
the different regional permanent networks thereby optimizing azimuthal coverage and
present a refined hypocenter catalogue for the Sea of Marmara on this basis. Compared
to the original locations, adoption of a refined automated technique to determine precise
onset times for the different body waves and an iterative travel-time inversion scheme,
lead to substantial improvement of 6812 absolute earthquake locations, particularly in
the epicentral distribution. The automated processing is explained in detail. Further
optimization is achieved through relative relocation of 4407 earthquakes. Our catalogue
covers more than a decade (2006 – 2016) with a regional moment-magnitude of com-
pleteness of Mc = 2.1. The epicentral distribution delineates the Marmara Section, i.e.
the northern NAFZ branch, as the seismically most active fault strand. We identify
several aseismic fault patches that are interpreted to represent locked parts of the fault.
Seismic activity in the past decade predominantly occurs off the main fault on the edges
of the aseismic patches, supporting previous studies that the Marmara section of the
NAFZ contains both locked and creeping fault portions. Single-event focal mechanisms
(2.7 ≤ Mw ≤ 4.5) indicate that currently both strike-slip and normal faulting occur,
confirming the transtensional setting of the region.

Keywords: catalog unification, phase picking, earthquake location, transform faults,
seismotectonics, seismic hazard
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Keypoints

1. Compilation of a new 101
2 -year hypocenter catalogue for the Marmara region based

on an optimized virtual seismic network

2. Employment of a novel automated waveform picking procedure as well as an iter-
ative travel time inversion

3. Identification of seismically active and inactive fault patches along the offshore
Marmara segment of the North Anatolian Fault Zone where a M7+ earthquake is
overdue

4. Observation of coherent fault segments and local faulting regimes from high-
precision relocated hypocenters and focal mechanisms
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1. Introduction

Monitoring seismicity along active hazardous faults requires adequate seismic networks
to reliably determine the spatial distribution of hypocenters, characterize the fault-
zone geometry and subsequently discriminate active from inactive fault strands. Major
onshore transform faults such as the San Andreas Fault in California, most parts of the
North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ) in Turkey, or the Dead Sea Transform in the Near
East provide good pre-conditions for near-fault monitoring and subsequent hazard and
risk estimates for nearby population centers such as e.g. the Los Angeles metropolitan
region or the San Francisco bay area. In contrast, the Marmara section of the NAFZ in
northwestern Turkey represents a ∼140 km long fault that runs offshore below the Sea
of Marmara and it is thus inaccessible for onshore near-fault stations operating at low
noise conditions along most of its part. The difficult access for permanent near-fault
monitoring is also true for geodetic (GPS) campaigns.

There is wide consensus that the Marmara section of the NAFZ is late in its seismic
cycle and can be expected to produce a magnitude M > 7 earthquake during the next
decades, [e.g. Parsons, 2004, Murru et al., 2016, Bohnhoff et al., 2016b]. This seismic
hazard translates into very high risk, because the fault is co-located with the Istanbul
metropolitan region with its 15 or more million inhabitants. Consequently, one of the
most pressing issues is to image the geometry of the offshore Marmara fault segments
and determine their faulting regimes as a prerequisite to improve and optimize hazard
and risk assessment for the region. To achieve this, a reliable hypocenter catalogue with
lowest possible but regionally consistent magnitude of completeness is needed. However,
due to the absence of near-fault stations along the most part of the Marmara section, this
is a challenging task and can only be achieved through optimizing both, the azimuthal
station coverage throughout the region and the picking accuracy for the arrival times of
the different body waves.

In this paper, we present a unified hypocenter catalogue for the time period 2006–
2016 combining for the first time the two major national permanent seismic networks of
the region operated by the Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency of Turkey
(AFAD) and the Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute (KOERI),
and also including near-fault recordings from the local PIRES (Princes’ Islands Realtime
Earthquake monitoring System) and GONAF (Geophysical Observatory at the North
Anatolian Fault) networks in the eastern Sea of Marmara. The unified seismic network
consists of a total of 83 landbased permanent seismic stations in the immediate vicinity
of the Sea of Marmara region with full azimuthal coverage and locally unprecedented
station density. The integrated data from the different seismic networks was consistently
processed using a refined automated picking procedure developed and fine-tuned to
determine arrival times of the P and S waves with the highest possible precision. The
newly compiled homogeneous seismicity catalogue allows to define the individual fault
strands of the NAFZ below the Sea of Marmara and their faulting kinematics from focal
mechanism solutions. Based on refined relative hypocenter relocations, seismically active
or quiet fault segments throughout the Marmara region are identified and discussed in
the light of the pending M > 7 earthquake.
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The paper is organized as follows. After introducing the tectonic setting of the North
Anatolian Fault Zone in the Marmara region (Sec. 2), we describe the integrated data
and our employed automatized processing scheme (Sec. 3). While the automatically
determined picks can be considered intermediate results and we evaluate their quality
at this point of methodical account, section 4, ’Results and Discussion’, is dedicated to
the description and interpretation of the new earthquake locations, magnitudes as well
as focal mechanisms (which are based on the picks). We finally conclude on the insights
gained by creating a unified and consistent earthquake catalogue (Sec. 5).

2. Tectonic setting of the North Anatolian Fault Zone
in the Istanbul-Marmara region

The NAFZ is one of the largest plate-bounding transform faults on Earth and its re-
gional seismotectonic setting was extensively studied since it was first reported in the
late 1940s [Ketin, 1948]. The fault zone separates the Anatolian and Eurasian plates
extending for some 1200 km between the Karliova triple junction in Eastern Anatolia
and the Gulf of Saros Northern Aegean [e.g. Barka, 1992, Şengör et al., 2005, Bohnhoff
et al., 2016b]. Westward movement of Anatolia has developed in the framework of the
northward moving Arabian plate [Reilinger et al., 2006, Bulut et al., 2012]. It is also
connected to the southward rollback of the Hellenic subduction zone, where the African
lithosphere is subducted below the Aegean [Flerit et al., 2004, Bohnhoff et al., 2005].
The NAFZ generally exhibits a right-lateral strike-slip fault over most of its extent. Ex-
cept for the Ganos bend [Janssen et al., 2009], no substantial thrust components have
been identified from focal mechanisms of larger earthquakes during the 20th century.
The average slip rate along the NAFZ as determined from GPS is 20–25 mm/yr with
increasing values towards the west [Reilinger et al., 2006]. The pure strike-slip system
along the bulk of the NAFZ east of the Sea of Marmara turns into a transtensional
setting in NW Turkey due to the rollback of the Hellenic subduction zone that started a
few million years ago and that resulted in the opening of the Sea of Marmara as a large
pull-apart structure [̧Sengör et al., 2005, Le Pichon et al., 2015]. This transtensional
system still evolves and is currently further progressing towards the east resulting in the
younger and thus smaller pull-apart structures at the eastern tip of the Sea of Marmara
(Cinarcik Basin) [Karabulut et al., 2002, Le Pichon et al., 2001, Acarel et al., 2014] and
further onland along the 1999 Izmit rupture (Akyazi Plain) [Bohnhoff et al., 2006, Bulut
et al., 2007, Najdahmadi et al., 2016].

The NAFZ forms a single main fault strand along most of its part from eastern Ana-
tolia to the Bolu region. Approximately 150 km east of the city of Izmit the fault splits
into two major branches known as the northern and southern NAFZ strands in north-
western Turkey [Le Pichon et al., 2014]. Most of the NAFZ deformation in northwestern
Turkey occurs along the northern fault strand below the Sea of Marmara, here named
‘Marmara Section’ [Reilinger et al., 2006, Hergert and Heidbach, 2010, Ergintav et al.,
2014] (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: The North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAFZ) around the Sea of Marmara region.
The 1912 Ganos and 1999 Izmit earthquake ruptures are indicated by the thick gray
lines. The NAFZ is highlighted in red. The Southern Shelf Margin [Armijo et al., 1999,
Murru et al., 2016] is delineated in magenta. Abbreviations in capital letters name
some common topographic features: Tekirdağ Basin (TB), Western High (WH), Central
Basin (CB), Central High (CH), Kumburgaz Basin (KB), Çınarcık Basin (CCB), Imrali
Basin (NIB), Armutlu Peninsula (AP) all after Bécel et al. [2009], Gulf of Gemlik (GG),
Kapıdağ Peninsula (KP), Erdek Tombolo (ET), Marmara Island (MI), Ganos Mountains
(GM) all after Şengör et al. [2014], Uluabat Basin (UB) after Le Pichon et al. [2014].
Seismic stations of permanent seismic networks used in this study are indicated by
different symbols. The bathymetry and submarine faults are after Le Pichon et al. [2001]
and Armijo et al. [2005] and onshore faults are after the Turkey General Directorate of
Mineral Research and Exploration (pers. comm.). Larger cities (Istanbul, Izmit, Bursa)
are plotted as pink areas. Red and green circles mark the epicenters of two subsets
of earthquakes for which onset times of crustal phases were manually determined (see
Section 3.2.1 for details). The bold red circle located on the southern coastline marks
the event whose waveform recordings are shown in Fig. 7. The inset in the lower right
shows the area of study in the broader tectonic regime with respect to stable Eurasia.
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In the historic past, the Marmara Section of the NAFZ created dominantly strike-slip
but also M > 6 normal faulting earthquakes such as the 1963 earthquake below the
eastern Sea of Marmara [Bulut et al., 2007]. The offshore Marmara section is bound
by the two most recent magnitude M > 7 earthquakes of the region, the 1912 Mürefte-
Ganos event in the west [Ambraseys, 1970, Janssen et al., 2009] and the 1999 Izmit
and Düzce events in the east [Tibi et al., 2001, Pinar et al., 2001, Barka et al., 2002,
Bohnhoff et al., 2016a] (Fig. 1). The Marmara Section last ruptured in 1766 with a
M7.4 event. The estimated recurrence time for this event is 200–250 years [Parsons,
2004, Bohnhoff et al., 2016b] indicating that this fault is currently in the final phase
of its seismic cycle and thus needs to be considered as a seismic gap posing a major
threat to the Istanbul metropolitan region. The southern NAFZ strand hosts only 20 %
of Anatolia’s westward motion [e.g. Ergintav et al., 2014]. It is located in the southern
Sea of Marmara shelf [Le Pichon et al., 2001, Armijo et al., 1999] and bypasses the Sea
of Marmara to its south, south of the Uluabat Basins, bending SW thereafter before
entering the Aegan Sea [Armijo et al., 1999, Le Pichon et al., 2014] (Fig. 1). It is of
“fragmented” nature [̧Sengör et al., 1985, Le Pichon et al., 2003, 2014] and displays
transtensional structures south of the Sea of Marmara. While there is consensus on the
potential for a larger (M up to 7.4) event in this region, there is an ongoing discussion
on the dominant type of faulting to be expected. The two end-members discussed in
the literature are the activation of a single through-going strike-slip fault (the so-called
“Main Marmara Fault”) [Le Pichon et al., 1999, 2001] versus the activation of several
smaller en-echelon normal faults [Armijo et al., 2002, 2005]. While the “Main Marmara
Fault” model predicts a single strike-slip event with a larger magnitude of up to 7.4 and
subsequent implications for intense ground-shaking, the normal faulting events would
probably not exceed M∼7 but host the potential for local tsunamis. Pinar et al. [2003]
summarized several other models for a variety of fault systems in the Sea of Marmara
including the two above-mentioned end-members. The authors themselves proposed that
the main fault between the two most recent major ruptures in 1912 and 1999, should be
decomposed into three throughgoing right-lateral subsegments which are linked by right
and left stepovers and numerous subsidiary faults.

Between the northern and southern NAFZ branches, two other secondary fault strands
have been identified. The first of these follows the southern coast of the Sea of Marmara
coinciding with the “Southern Shelf Margin” [Armijo et al., 1999] and it was named
the “Central North Anatolian Fault” by Murru et al. [2016] (Fig. 1). Faults in this
structure have been mostly attributed to normal faulting-type seismicity [Le Pichon
et al., 2001]. Additionally, Le Pichon et al. [2014] delineated a deformation zone between
Marmara Island and the Armutlu Peninsula (Fig. 1) named the “South Marmara Fault”.
This structure strikes WNW forming a wide arc bypassing Marmara Island and then
continuing further westward sub-parallel to the Ganos fault. The fault was characterized
as right-lateral strike-slip and the end of its activity was dated to 5 Ma ago when motion
of the Anatolian plate started to be predominantly accommodated by the northern
branch [Le Pichon et al., 2014].
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3. An improved seismicity catalogue for the Marmara
region in the years 2006–2016

Due to the geologic setting of the Marmara region, with the largest portion of the
Marmara Section being located below the seafloor between 10 and 30 km offshore the
northern and up to 50 km away from the southern coast, permanent or long-term high-
precision seismic monitoring is mostly constrained to the deployment of land-based seis-
mometers at substantial distance to the fault. This generally limits the resolution ca-
pability, especially for precisely determining the absolute hypocentral depth and subse-
quently also for accurate single-event focal mechanisms due to the absence of near-fault
stations. Deploying ocean-bottom seismometers to densely sample the entire focal sphere
is an alternative approach, but their long-term operation remains a difficult task and
signal quality is usually limited due to coupling issues and enhanced noise levels on the
seafloor [Sato et al., 2004, Bulut et al., 2009, Schmittbuhl et al., 2015, Yamamoto et al.,
2017]. The only near-fault on-land spots are located in the eastern Sea of Marmara,
where the Princes’ Islands and selected onshore spots were recently equipped with per-
manent stations including surface and downhole vertical arrays [Bulut et al., 2009, 2011,
Bohnhoff et al., 2013, 2017a,b].

Consequently, the best way to achieve a homogeneous seismicity catalogue in this
region is as follows: (1) optimizing the azimuthal station coverage by combining stations
from the different permanent regional networks; (2) reducing location uncertainties by
applying optimized identification and timing of P- and S-wave arrival times; and (3)
applying strict quality criteria and station corrections prior to traveltime inversion for
hypocenter determination in the absence of a high-resolution 3-D velocity model. Point
(2) includes a unified processing of seismic waveforms aiming at assuring consistency
among the arrival times.

3.1. A unified Marmara seismic network

On the land surrounding the Sea of Marmara, two regional permanent seismic net-
works are in operation. The Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency of Turkey
(AFAD) and the Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute (KOERI) op-
erate two extensive but separate permanent networks of seismic stations throughout
Turkey with higher station density in the broader Marmara region. For the first time,
waveform recordings from both national networks were here combined to a single virtual
regional seismic network with unprecedented station coverage along the entire Marmara
section of the NAFZ (Fig. 1). We focused our study on the time period spanning from
beginning of 2006 to mid-2016 thus comprising almost 10 1

2 years. We also included near-
fault recordings from the PIRES network and the GONAF borehole observatory which
started operation in 2006 and 2015, respectively [Bulut et al., 2009, 2011, Bohnhoff et al.,
2013, Prevedel et al., 2015, Raub et al., 2016, Bohnhoff et al., 2017a] (Fig. 1). Incor-
porating further waveform data from additional temporary seismological deployments
such as short-term local land-based networks or individual ocean bottom seismometers
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can only increase catalogue precision for a limited sub-region and time period. Thus, it
does not substantially contribute to a regionally decreased magnitude of completeness
for the entire Marmara region and the entire time period considered here.

The bulk of seismic recordings used in this study were provided by KOERI, from
which we selected a total of 39 stations. Between 2006 and 2013, most KOERI waveform
recordings were sampled with 50 Hz. After 2013, the sampling rate was doubled to 100
Hz. From AFAD, digital recordings were available from 29 stations from 2009 onwards.
Their waveform data was consistently sampled at 100 Hz. Furthermore, the recordings
from 16 PIRES stations were sampled at 200 Hz covering the entire considered time
period between 2006 and 2016. Lastly, GONAF recordings from six boreholes sampled
at 500 Hz were available from 2015 onwards. All station locations are shown in (Fig. 1).

We based our study on the seismicity catalogues provided by KOERI, AFAD and
PIRES, which were merged into a single catalogue containing event origin time and
hypocentral coordinates. Locations of the different catalogues were calculated on the ba-
sis of different velocity models. Whereas KOERI and PIRES use velocity models derived
for the eastern Sea of Marmara [Karabulut et al., 2002, Bulut et al., 2009, , respectively],
AFAD locations are determined with one standard velocity model throughout Turkey.
The individual catalogues provide different magnitude scales (predominantly durational
and local magnitudes). We also compared the resulting list of events with the seismic-
ity catalogue provided by MARsite (www.marsite.eu) to ensure that no event located
anywhere along the entire Marmara section of the NAFZ during the considered period
of time was missing. Duplicated earthquakes were removed, by applying a density based
clustering analysis to the origin times [DBSCAN, Ester et al., 1996]. Clusters of origin
times were defined for pairs separated by less than 30 s. By keeping all earthquakes with
unclustered origin times and the earliest occurrence within clusters, we obtained a total
number of 12,186 events.

3.2. Manual and automated timing (picking) of seismic phases

We analyzed ∼580,000 three-component recordings (47 per event on average) from all
86 available stations for the entire 10-year time period where the waveforms were cut to
a time interval of 240 s (1 min before to 3 min after the origin time given in the merged
catalogues) thereby ensuring to include full body wave trains and their coda even for
stations up to ∼200 km epicentral distance. In total we retrieve ∼360,000 P- and S-
picks. The here applied automatic picking procedure, i.e. the procedure for timing P-
and S-wave onsets, is essential for the derived quality of the hypocenter catalogue and
therefore the applied methodology is described in detail below. The automatic picking
procedure primarily serves the purpose to ensure consistency among the seismic arrival
times which are the most important intermediate results for a study of regional seismicity
as done here. This is relevant because otherwise, the consistency of phase data acquired
from independently operating data centers or researchers cannot be presumed.
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Figure 2: Stacked frequency distributions of moment-magnitudes of two sets of reference
events that were manually picked.
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3.2.1. Manual reference picking

In order to evaluate and optimize the automatically derived P- and S-wave arrival times,
we first defined two subsets of seismic events from the entire hypocenter catalogue. All
waveforms for both subsets were then consistently manually picked (P and S). Each
subset consisted of 36 events. In order to achieve an even spatial distribution of events
throughout the target area (the entire Marmara region), we subdivide it into a regular
mesh of rectangles. We then randomly sample the events in each individual cell without
replacement. The number of events drawn per cell is a discrete function of the total
count of events in a cell. The function is defined such that relatively few are drawn
from cells with many events, thus dampening the probabilistic weight of eventclusters.
Accordingly, to even out the more frequent occurrence of small events described by the
Gutenberg-Richter distribution, large magnitudes were given an increased probabilistic
weight, i.e. the probability for an event to be drawn as function of its magnitude
remains constant at ∼0.05% until a magnitude threshold at Mthresh = 2.6 and increases
linearly from there onwards with ∼3 percentage points per magnitude until a maximum
magnitude of Mmax = 5. The events making up the two subsets are marked in Fig. 1
(red and green circles, respectively) and the magnitude frequency distribution of those
later successfully located is shown in Fig. 2.

Manual reference picking was done following the strict criteria of Diehl et al. [2009],
identifying an earliest and latest possible, as well as the most likely phase onset time for
three different crustal P phases (Pg, Pn, PmP) and their S pendants. We also measure
the first-motion polarity of all P-phases if possible. The different crustal P phases
were defined after [Shearer, 1999]: Pg denotes the direct P-wave bottoming within the
crust. Pn-waves bottom in the uppermost mantle and, being refracted at the Moho,
are the first arriving phase at epicentral distances beyond the crossover point at 80–
120 km distance. Lastly, PmP denotes P-reflections at the Moho. Note, that this
definition differs slightly from the one given in the IASPEI standard nomenclature of
seismic phases [Bormann et al., 2013] which differentiates between upper and lower crust
[Storchak et al., 2003]. Around the cross-over point, the Pn and Pg phases may not be
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identified unambiguously. In this case, phases were labeled in the order of their arrival,
e.g. a phase which arrives certainly first but which is of unknown type will be labeled
P1. Phase onsets whose placing in the order of arrival could not be established with
certainty were simply labeled with P as proposed by Diehl et al. [2009]. Using previous
catalogue locations, the horizontal recordings were transformed from vertical/north/east
to vertical/radial/transverse coordinates prior to reference picking.

In order to identify the different crustal phases we calculated their travel time branches
with a 1-D ray tracer using two different P-wave velocity models. Bulut et al. [2009] pro-
vide an optimized 1-D velocity model for the eastern Sea of Marmara which is roughly
congruent with the corresponding sections of an east-west trending wide-angle seismic
profile across the Sea of Marmara [Bécel et al., 2009]. The latter study though, reveals
a significant crustal thinning along the North Marmara Trough stretching along 40°45’
N from 27°30’ E to 29°E. In the west, the crustal thickness of more than 30 km sharply
decreases to 26 km. Although not resolved with high accuracy, Bécel et al. [2009] de-
scribe a crustal plateau of the same thickness that stretches 120 km between the western
and eastern edges of the North Marmara Trough. We adopted this shallow crust in our
second velocity model. For each earthquake, P- and S-wave arrival times of the above-
mentioned crustal phases were estimated by plotting a travel-time section based on the
event locations of the initial hypocenter catalogue, and travel time branches calculated
for both 1-D velocity models. The task of manual reference picking was then accom-

plished with the ‘Picking and Location Tool’ (PILOT), a MATLABr based software
developed by [Küperkoch, 2011]. Here the operant is supported by automatically adapt-
ing a time and amplitude window according to the given noise level, thus implementing
the suggestions for consistent reference picking given in Diehl et al. [2009].

The manual picks of the first subset served as a reference to finetune the automatic
picking procedure (also see the end of the next section). Once the algorithm reproduced
the manual picks to a satisfactory degree, its performance was independently compared
to and evaluated with the second subset. With this procedure we ensured the highest
possible picking precision for the automatic picker. An exemplary direct comparison of
reference and automatic picks on the three component recordings of an individual station
is displayed in Fig. 6. Reference picks for a multitude of vertical channels recording one
seismic event are shown in a seismic section (Fig. 7). A quantitative evaluation of the
automatic algorithm’s performance with respect to the joint subsets of reference picks
is discussed further below in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2. Automated picking

The algorithm to automatically determine P and S wave onset times is based on the
approach of Küperkoch et al. [2010, 2012] who use a two-step procedure during which a
preliminary and a final pick are set using a narrow and a wider causal band-pass filter
in order to first effectively suppress noise and then include the relevant frequency band,
respectively. For the preliminary and final P-pick (S-pick) we used a 3rd order Butter-
worth band-pass filter with cut-off-frequencies of [2, 12] Hz and [1, 33] Hz, respectively
([2, 12] Hz and [1, 16] Hz), where the upper cut-off frequency was adapted to 75 % of
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Figure 6: (a) Exemplary 3-component recording with kurtosis (orange line) of the ver-
tical recording and automatic first arrival P- and S-picks (P1 and S1 in green). (b)+(c)
Zoom-in of the P- and S-pick, respectively, together with the corresponding manual
reference picks (in magenta). Pale rectangles depict the interval of uncertainty of the re-
spective pick. (b) Also indicates the manually and automatically determined first-motion
polarity of both reference and automatic picks as well as the suit of AIC functions used
to automatically determine the P-onset and to calculate its uncertainty. (c) Horizontal
components and their characteristic function (CF). The suit of AIC functions used to
derive the S-pick and its uncertainty is similar to the one shown in (b) and is subsumed
into one representative AIC function for better overview here (also see legend).
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Figure 7: Vertical component recordings of a Mw = 3.6 earthquake located in the
southern central Sea of Marmara (see Fig. 1 for location) plotted with the traces sorted
by epicentral distance. Green and red markers indicate automatically derived P- and
S-wave onset picks, respectively. Magenta and cyan colored triangles show manually
picked arrival times of different crustal P- and S-phases respectively.

the Nyquist frequency for 50 Hz recordings. We additionally defined asymmetric pick
uncertainties similarly as during the reference picking, by calculating the earliest and
latest possible times bounding the uncertainty for every automatically determined phase
onset.

While keeping the two-step approach of Küperkoch et al. [2010, 2012], we here re-
fined the inner procedure by using Higher Order Statistics (HOS, Eq. 1) as a refined
trigger to crudely estimate the P-phase onset (e.g. as applied in Ross and Ben-Zion
[2014]). The timely development of the HOS kurtosis, causally calculated on a 2 s long
moving window, and its maximum (crudely indicating the beginning of the wave train)
are illustrated in Fig. 4. Furthermore, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [Akaike,
1974] in Maeda’s representation (Eq. 2) [Maeda, 1985] was repeatedly applied to dif-
ferent wavelet portions containing the phase onset with high certainty in order to pick
it as accurately as possible and also to calculate left- and right-sided bounds for the
uncertainty. The AIC-function after Maeda is a time series that ideally yields a global
minimum at the time of the signal onset. However, the precise point in time containing
the global minimum is very sensitive to the actual wavelet window transformed with the
AIC-function. We thus systematically calculated suits of AIC-functions on moving and
nested windows of the waveform and used the variability of the global minima to esti-
mate an asymmetric uncertainty for the pick. A moving window of 20 s length splitting
the waveform into 100 overlapping portions was used to calculate the preliminary, and
100 nested windows to calculate the final pick. In order to obtain a meaningful minimum
for each AIC-function it was important, that each window of the underlying time-series
contained noise and a portion of the seismic signal. The moving windows always con-
tained the maximum of the kurtosis with an overlap of 1 s. The largest of the nested
windows was 10 s long and all contained the uncertainty interval of the preliminary
pick. Fig. 5 shows a closeup of the vertical recording in Fig. 4 around the P-pick. Each
AIC-function has a global minimum and the earliest of all is defined as the most likely
onset. The pick’s uncertainty was then defined as the time domain within which the
suit of AIC-functions remains below a certain threshold. This threshold was individually
defined for every pick. Out of all members of the corresponding suit of AIC-functions
we chose that with the smallest span of amplitudes (dark cyan in Fig. 5) and define
the threshold as twenty and ten percent of its largest deflection (dashed blue horizontal
line in Fig. 5) for the preliminary and final pick, respectively. The earliest and latest
possible times for the phase onset were then defined as the left- and right-sided bounds
of the pick’s uncertainty.

The P-wave uncertainty assessment described above was developed in order to capture
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not only the uncertainty inherent by the shape of the onset, i.e. emergent or impulsive,
and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), but also the frequent scenario of close sequential
phases, e.g. a head- followed by a direct wave close to the crossover point (see the Section
3.2.1) where, the first phase onset may be closely succeeded by a more prominent one.
In such a case, the targeted first onset is often mistaken for the more prominent one, not
only by the original automatic algorithm [Küperkoch et al., 2010] but also in manual
phase readings [Diehl et al., 2009]. Usually the automatic algorithm can be tuned to pick
the correct onset on an individual trace, yet with dramatic consequences for the accurate
processing of other traces. Our approach is designed to assign larger uncertainties in
these doubtful cases, possibly spanning a time interval containing both onsets.

A similar two-step procedure and a suit of AIC-functions are also used to calculate
the S-picks and their bounds of the uncertainty. Here we followed [Grigoli et al., 2014]
and calculated the timely development of the largest eigenvalue of the instantaneous
covariance matrix [Vidale, 1986] (uppermost row in Fig. 6) of both horizontal waveform
components (E- and N-components in Fig. 6). This time series served as a characteristic
function (CF) and was then used to calculate the suit of AIC-functions.

The picking process was interrupted and the corresponding pick discarded under the
following circumstances: (a) the trace had smeared energy, i.e. the timely distribution
of energy peaks in the 4 min long waveform was not concentrated on a bounded domain
as characteristic for a well recorded earthquake, (b) the P-pick was too early or too late,
i.e. occurring at a point in time that belongs to a different event or an epicenter outside
the network, (c) the P-wave had a lower SNR on the vertical component than on the
horizontal components (indicating that the P-pick has likely been set in front of a S-wave
onset), (d) P- or S-pick had SNR below 1, or (e) the S-pick SNR was too low. We used the
automatic algorithm described above to analyze ∼580,000 three-component recordings
from 12,186 earthquakes, this way retrieving ∼360,000 P- or S-picks in total. Figure
7 shows automatic P- and S-picks on top of the vertical waveforms of a seismic event
(Mw = 3.6) recorded throughout the unified seismic network. The manual reference
picks are shown for comparison.

In order to determine focal mechanisms for the best covered and located events, in
addition to the onset times the first-motion polarities of P-waves were also determined
automatically. After applying the same band-pass filter as for the final P-pick to the
vertical recording, we measured the slope of two straights both crossing the first local
extremum after the pick. The first straight also intersects the amplitude at the picked
P-wave onset whereas the second intersects the first local extremum before that point
in time. The first motion was declared to be positive or negative, if both straights had
positive or negative slope, the ratio of maximum signal to maximum noise level was
larger than 4, and the standard deviation of noise and signal was larger than 3, where
the waveform interval of [-1.00, -0.05]s and [0.05, 0.30]s before and after the P-pick were
considered to represent noise and signal, respectively.

For the tuning of the algorithm the interplay of the band-pass filters and the windowing
of the seismograms was important. We chose a narrow band-pass filter first, to reduce
noise as much as necessary in order to obtain characteristic onsets of the kurtosis. The
width of the second filter was increased to display details of the phase onset as for
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instance the first-motion polarity. The width of the wavelet windows as base for the
suits of AIC-functions as well as their overlap with a characteristic point in time (the
maximum of the kurtosis and the maximum of the CF for the P- and S-pick, respectively)
was also adopted to the regional seismicity observed. The AIC-threshold was chosen
larger for the preliminary pick, thus creating a sufficiently large timely interval for the
search of the final pick.

3.2.3. Assessment of reference versus automated picks

We performed a quantitative comparison of manually derived reference picks of the differ-
ent crustal phases and the automatically calculated P- and S-phase onsets by calculating
their time difference (Fig. 12). The picking residual for the primary phase (P-wave) is
thus defined as ∆t = tA(P1) – tm(P̃) where tA(P1) represents the automatically de-
termined pick and tm(P̃) several manually derived reference phase onsets of different
crustal phases as defined above (Section 3.2.1), namely P̃ ∈ {Pn, Pg, PmP , P1, P}. As
such ∆t is negative/positive if the automatic pick is earlier/later than the designated
reference pick. ∆t = tA(S1) – tm(S̃) is defined equivalently and the distribution of ∆t
is shown for the combined subsets of reference events for the P- and S-phases in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10, respectively.

The automatic algorithm was designed to pick the first arriving phase only. Therefore,
the distributions for the automatic picking residual to P̃ = Pg and P̃ = Pn (green and
magenta graphs in Fig. 9 and 10), whose order of arrival depends on the epicentral
distance, consider reference picks only if they are first to arrive. The residual distribution
obtained from stacking the distributions for the reference phases Pg, Pn, P1 and P (i.e.
all first arriving P- and S-phases expected to correspond to the automatic P1- and
S1-pick) peaks at zero time difference and contains 68 % of all values within ∼0.1 s.
The equivalent distribution for the S-phases peaks at 0.02 s and contains 68 % of all
values within ∼0.3 s. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 also show the residual distributions to the
reflected crustal phases PmP and SmP. They only count negative values indicating that,
as expected, the automatic algorithm always picked earlier on the corresponding trace.

Figure 11 and Fig. 12 show two-dimensional histograms comparing the uncertainty
assigned during the reference picking (x-axis) and that calculated by our algorithm (y-
axis) for P- and S-picks respectively, where the picking uncertainty is defined as the
domain of uncertainty, i.e. the time difference between latest and earliest possible pick
dt = tl – te (see Section 3.2.1 and Section 3.2.2). Diagonal elements represent cases
where automatic and reference uncertainty lie in the same range.

Over 35 % of uncertainties assigned during the reference picking of P-wave onsets lie in
the range between 0.025 and 0.125 s (i.e. in the histogram bins of 0.05 s and 0.10 s) and
have a corresponding automatic pick in the same uncertainty range (Fig. 11). Increased
occurrences above the diagonal at reference uncertainties larger or equal to 0.15 s indicate
that the statistical uncertainty estimation performed by our algorithm undermatches the
reference uncertainties in this interval. The spread of calculated S-pick uncertainties is
much larger than that of the P-picks (Fig. 12). Most reference uncertainties lie in the
histogram bins between 0.05 s and 0.35 s and a large fraction is paired with slightly
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Figure 12: Residual ∆t between automatic and manual reference picks with respect to
different crustal phases associated to (a) a P- and (b) a S-wave (see Section 3.2.1 for
detailed explanation, e.g. of individual ray paths of different crustal phases). 68 % of
pick residuals (1σ neighborhood) lie within the area shaded in darker gray (including
all first arriving phases). Two-dimensional histograms in (c) and (d) display how well
the picking uncertainties calculated by our algorithm, dt(auto), match those assigned
during the reference picking, dt(reference), by counting occurrences of pairs of values.
Each square has a width of 0.05 s. The percentage in the title expresses the fraction of
uncertainty pairs with both uncertainty values below 0.6 s.
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lower calculated uncertainties. However, the automatic algorithm also returns a tail of
larger uncertainties. The discrepancy can be explained with the different approaches
for determining the pick uncertainties: on the one hand the deterministic approach
described by Diehl et al. [2009] is still subjected to the consistent performance of the
human operator, whereas the algorithm relies on a multitude of statistically derived picks
repeatedly applying the AIC. Overall the distributions of P- and S-pick uncertainties
calculated with our algorithm peak at smaller values and have a long tail of large values.

We also compare automatically calculated with manually derived first-motion polari-
ties. Fig. 41 displays the fraction of manually derived Up- and Down first-motions that
were determined with the same or opposite polarity or were left undetermined by the
automatic algorithm. In this way we can estimate that on average, out of all reference
Up- and Down-first-motions 90 % were determined correctly.

3.3. Hypocenter determination

With ∼360,000 automatically determined P- and S-wave arrival times (P- and S-picks)
we perform a travel-time inversion using the HYPOSAT software [Schweitzer, 2001]
that is based on Geiger’s stepwise linearized least-squares method [Geiger, 1912]. We
tested the performance of different 1-D velocity models and selected the model from
Karabulut et al. [2011] that was developed for the broader Sea of Marmara region. We
selected this particular model due to the best trade-off between number of relocated
events and depth accuracy. We then calculated station corrections in order to account
for a systematic delay or acceleration of phase arrival times due to heterogeneities of
the wave propagation velocity in the rock volume in the immediate vicinity of a seismic
station. For this purpose, we first inverted for the hypocenter of every earthquake
using picks with the smallest uncertainties (P-picks were included if they belonged to
the lower 66-percentile of an event’s P-pick uncertainty distribution or if they belonged
to the 95-percentile and had a S-pick, which was then also included in the inversion).
At this point HYPOSAT performed two subsequent inversions, where the depth was
kept constant during the first and was then retrieved after the second inversion. The
correction for the P- and S-phase arrival times at a station was then obtained from the
mean of the travel time residual distribution of all preliminary locations at this particular
station. The succeeding inversions performed to obtain the final locations, used travel
times from which the corresponding station corrections were subtracted.

In order to identify and discard imprecise picks and at the same time retain as much
travel-time information as possible, we implemented an iterative inversion scheme sim-
ilar to Sippl et al. [2013] which tests the results of many inversion runs obtained with
different sets of picks. The high number of possible combinations of picks associated
with an earthquake prevents the rigorous testing of all such combinations, and the pre-
sented work-flow is a compromise to computational expense. The earthquake location
methodology applied here was as follows:

1. In a first step, we calculated the standard deviation of y = tA(S) – sqrt(3) ∗ tA(P)
for pairs of automatic P- and corresponding S-picks, tA(P) and tA(S) respectively,
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assuming vP/vS ≈
√

3. We then preliminarily excluded S-picks for which y is
beyond the 1σ neighborhood.

2. For the initial inversion of this iterative procedure the remaining picks from 1)
were subjected to the same selection as used during the calculation of station cor-
rections. Here and in the subsequent steps, travel times were directly inverted for
a hypocenter location until otherwise stated (in contrast to HYPOSAT’s optional
procedure to perform two inversions keeping depth constant during the first and
retrieving it after the second, the direct inversion for the hypocenter is computa-
tionally much faster).

3. Successively removing picks with travel time residuals exceeding two times the
travel time RMS (tt-RMS), the inversion was repeated while the tt-RMS of the
new location dropped below 2/3 of the value of the previous run or a minimum of
four P-picks was reached.

4. In order to regain as much information about the event as possible we re-tested
all picks discarded in the previously described steps 1)–3). The picks to be tested
were sorted according to the epicentral distance of the associated station, quality
(smallest uncertainty margin) and phase. Beginning with the best P-phase of the
nearest station, the picks were individually added to the set of picks previously
inverted and kept only if the added pick’s residual did not exceed 2.5 times the
new location’s tt-RMS and the latter did not exceed 1.2 times the tt-RMS of the
result of the last inversion run yielding an improvement, where the last location
obtained in step 3) was used as initial reference.

5. The set of picks obtained after step 4) was considered best and the location con-
strained by choosing HYPOSAT to invert for the epicenter with fixed depth before
inverting for the depth as well (this is the default behavior of HYPOSAT and also
yields the best locations when a consistent set of picks is provided). If the results
deviated significantly from the location obtained after step 4) the inversion was
considered unstable. In this case we attempted to obtain a better constraint on
the epicenter by repeating steps 2)–4) with the hypocentral depth fixed at 10 km.
Doing so, the inversion did not yield any estimate for the depth uncertainty.

6. Finally, we checked the consistency of depth and depth uncertainty. If the event
was located with zero depth, or the upper bound for the depth’s uncertainty ex-
ceeds the surface level or no depth uncertainty was retrieved, we inverted the most
suitable set of picks obtained from step 4) with fixed depth, where different val-
ues for the depth were probed. We began with depths from 0 to 30 km in a 5
km spacing. The subsequent loop probed the depth interval around the depth of
the location with the lowest RMS value in a 1 km spacing. This procedure was
repeated until reaching a spacing of 0.1 km and the final location was chosen by
the lowest RMS value.
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Figure 13: Frequency of events located with a certain number of P- and S-picks (the
two distributions must be read separately from one another, e.g. the majority of events
were located with 8-12 P-picks and ≈ 1000 with 0-3 S-picks). Events falling under
the category of best, good or fair locations are considered (see Table 1). The bins are
centered around multiples of five.

The parameters presented in 1)–4) were found by optimizing earthquake locations
achieved with a number of observations larger than average but at the same time re-
sulting in large location uncertainties in terms of tt-RMS and error ellipse area. With
this procedure we determined a total of 11,835 absolute hypocenters out of the 12,816
events for which P- and S-onset times were picked. Table 1 shows how categories of
best, good and fair event locations can be obtained by imposing limits to the minimum
number of total, P- or S-picks as well as maximum values for the azimuthal gap and
horizontal uncertainty (expressed by the error ellipse area), where the sets of locations
are nested with increasing strictness of the selection criteria, e.g. the set of good lo-
cations is a subset of the set of fair locations. Out of 6812 fair locations 5098 were
retrieved after step 5) of the iterative inversion scheme, 1714 after step 6). For these
locations a total of ∼98, 600 P- and ∼65, 700 S-picks have finally been inverted. Figure
13 displays the frequency of fair locations with a certain number of P- and S-picks and
Fig. 14 the travel-time residual RMS distributions by quality. Approximately 2000 of
the fair locations are characterized by RMS-values smaller than 0.2 s, thus underesti-
mating location-uncertainty and indicating that more phase-arrival observations would
be needed to realistically constrain it. Fig. 15 displays histograms of the horizontal
uncertainties in terms of the error ellipse area and vertical location errors in km2 and
km (blue graph in the main plot and yellow in the inset), respectively. The abundant
occurrence of vanishing vertical uncertainties smaller than 1 km affects locations of all
qualities and is clearly too optimistic. We obtain a more realistic estimation after re-
fining the hypocenters with a relative relocation procedure described in the following
section. The epicenters of this subset of well located events are shown in Fig. 17 and
discussed in the corresponding Section 4.1.
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3.4. Double-difference relocation of hypocenters

In order to further refine the relative precision of hypocenters we relocated the cata-
logue of absolute locations employing the double-difference technique [Waldhauser and
Ellsworth, 2000]. We computed for each earthquake differential travel times of up to
six neighboring events with a maximum separation of 20 km and based our relocation
procedure on the P- and S-wave automatic picks. In the first iterations of the relocation
procedure, all differential travel times were considered, and the differential travel times
from S waves were given half of the weight of the corresponding differential travel times
from the P waves. In the following iterations, we constrained the residual threshold
gradually up to 0.5 s as well as the maximum distance between linked pairs gradually
down to 6 km. After the relocation procedure, we obtained 4657 refined hypocentral
locations. We further produced suits of 100 locations for every event by repeating the
relocation procedure 100 times, perturbing the set of differential travel times according
to their distribution obtained at individual stations. The hypocentral uncertainty was
then assessed for individual events where the distribution of the corresponding loca-
tions defined error-ellipsoids containing 68 % of solutions [Waldhauser and Ellsworth,
2000]. Table 3 lists how the very best locations can be obtained upon imposing limits
to the extent of the error ellipse. A refined regional catalogue of 4407 high-precision
hypocenters is further analyzed and discussed (Fig. 18). The according distribution of
the horizontal and vertical uncertainties is summarized in Fig. 15 (red graph in the main
plot and purple graph in the inset, respectively). Compared to the absolute locations,
particularly large horizontal uncertainties have been improved. The distribution of the
vertical uncertainties of our final locations has a global maximum at 2.0 km and a mean
value of ∼3.8 km.

3.5. Calculation of Moment Magnitudes

In order to unify the magnitude scale of the examined earthquakes, moment magnitudes
were determined following a procedure that was recently applied to data sets from the
eastern Sea of Marmara and Izmit/Düzce regions [Raub et al., 2017]. The method relies
on using J and K integrals over the squared velocity and displacement spectra, respec-
tively, as first introduced by Andrews [1986] and Snoke [1987]. Here, the spectra were
calculated for waveform portions of vertical components around the P- as well as of
horizontal components around the S-wave onset. Corrections for instrument response,
spectral bandwidth and attenuation were applied in the frequency domain, and the low-
frequency spectral level, needed for calculating the seismic moment, was estimated from
the J and K integrals (Eq. 10 in Snoke [1987]). The moment magnitude was finally
derived from the seismic moment using the relationship given by Hanks and Kanamori
[1979]. For details on the magnitude determination we refer to Raub et al. [2017]. P-
and S-wave velocities at the source were determined using the 1-D velocity model also
used during the travel time inversion [Karabulut et al., 2011]. We estimated the earth-
quake’s magnitude as the mean of all moment magnitudes retrieved from the individual
traces of all three-component recordings associated with an event. We only excluded
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Table 1: Different employed quality classifications and resulting number of absolute
event locations Nlocations, based on the following criteria: minimum number of picks
(Nmin), minimum number of P- and S-picks (NP,min and NS,min, respectively) , maxi-
mum area of the ellipse representing the horizontal location uncertainty (AerrEll,max).

Quality Nlocations GAPmax Nmin NP,min NS,min AerrEll,max

1 best 3054 180° 0 10 5 36km2

2 good 4937 200° 0 4 3 64km2

3 fair 6812 270° 7 0 0 256km2

4 all 11835 360° 0 0 0 inf km2

waveform recordings with a signal-to-noise ratio smaller than 10, measured around the
corresponding phase onset and within the used bandwidth for the magnitude determi-
nation. Results for the calculation of 5353 moment magnitudes are further discussed in
the following section.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Absolute epicentral and magnitude distribution

The iterative localization scheme described in the previous section yields 11,835 absolute
hypocenter locations of varying location quality. Thus we applied strict quality criteria
to only select events with highly reliable locations for further interpretation (Table 1).
Figure 17 depicts the epicentral distribution together with individual error ellipses of the
catalogue of absolute earthquake locations subsumed under the category of fair locations
for which events had to be located with at least seven picks, an azimuthal gap smaller
than 270° and an error ellipse area of less than 256 km2.

For locations categorized as fair, magnitudes were calculated as described in the pre-
vious Section 3.5. The magnitude range of the catalogue extends between Mwmin = 0.7
and Mwmax = 4.5 the variance of the individual network-magnitudes being smaller than
0.2 for all of the earthquakes. We used the goodness of fit method [Wiemer and Wyss,
2000] as described by Raub et al. [2017] to calculate the magnitude of completeness Mc.
The b-value was calculated on the basis of the maximum likelihood method [Page, 1968].
Both methods were applied to the catalogue of fair absolute locations after removing
events which were located shallower than 5 km and within areas that most likely contain
quarry-blasts (green patches in Fig. 17). These areas were defined by the joined 4 km
neighborhoods of quarry-blasts, intersected with land. The quarry-blast locations were
taken from a separate catalogue provided by KOERI (see Fig. 18 for the according
www-link). Mc and b-value were calculated for the remaining events, 1) for stricter
catalogue qualities (’good’ and ’best’) and 2) for events located in the (entire) ’Marmara
Region’ as well as in sub-regions that correspond to the areas further investigated in
cross-sectional volumes in the following section, namely the ’Marmara Section’, ’South-
ern Shelf’, ’Princes Island-’ as well as ’Yalova-Hersek-Segment’ and the Western Sea
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Figure (17)
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Figure 18: (a) Epicentral distribution of absolute locations for the broader Sea of
Marmara region derived based on the automatic picks from the virtual network of 86
stations surrounding the Marmara Section of the NAFZ. A total of 6812 out of 11,835
located events of “Fair” quality (see Table 1 for specific constrains) were selected here.
Epicenters are plotted with their lateral error ellipses. (b) Relative relocated epicenters
of good quality (see Table 3) after applying the hypoDD double-difference technique
[Waldhauser and Ellsworth, 2000] to the events from (a) resulting in a total number of
4407 events. The location of repeating earthquakes detected by Bohnhoff et al. [2017b]
are marked with yellow stars. Regional abbreviations are like in Fig. 1. Areas colored
in green contain quarry blasts as cataloged by KOERI ( http://www.koeri.boun.edu.
tr/sismo/zeqdb/indexeng.asp, last visited 2016.10.13). Dense epicentral clusters in
the catalogue of relocated events within these areas and having relatively shallow depth
are likely to be quarries (small green patches in Fig. 27 – 33).
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Figure 21: Cumulative magnitude-frequency distributions of absolute locations (Fig.
17), (a) for different catalogue qualities (Table 3) and (b) for different subregions. Shal-
low earthquakes inside areas likely containing quarries are not considered. The magni-
tude of completeness Mc and the b-value were obtained after bootstrap re-sampling and
are marked by a circle and the slope of the straight, respectively. The numeric values of
each are given in Table 2 together with references to maps showing the corresponding
area.

of Marmara (Fig. 21). For each subset of magnitudes we performed a bootstrap re-
sampling by repeating the calculation of Mc and b-value 1000 times on the basis of 75 %
of the underlying magnitude population which was randomly sampled without replace-
ment. The corresponding averages and standard deviations are summarized in Table 2
where Mc varies between 1.9 calculated for several subregions and 2.1 for the Marmara
Section. This can be expected as the PIRES-network provides near-fault coverage while
the Marmara Section is more distant to seismic stations. We obtain a reasonable b-value
of b = 1.24±0.05 for the entire region and time period. Significantly larger b-values were
measured for the Western Marmara (1.38) as well as for the Princes-Island- (1.59) and
Yalova-Hersek-Segement (1.50). For the latter this could be related to a lower differential
stress in that area, implying a normal fault regime, which is confirmed by the according
focal mechanisms [Sec. 4.4, Fig. 34, Örgülü, 2011, Öztürk et al., 2015, Kinscher et al.,
2013]. We can follow this line of argument for the Princes-Island-Segment by considering
the two normal faulting events we here observe at its western tip (events 6 and 7 in Fig.
34. On the other hand, elevated b-values are also associated with areas of geological
complexity and the activation of abundant small faults [Raub et al., 2017], such that the
Princes-Island-Segment as described by Pinar et al. [2003] and the Western-Marmara
containing the Ganos-Bend, could be such candidates.

Events contained in the categories of best, good or fair locations roughly constitute half
of the events initially analyzed. The remaining events were not located with sufficient
precision and thus discarded from further processing and analysis. Fig. 20 indicates how
application of stricter quality criteria discards particularly events with Mw < 2.1. Small
events are likely to be recorded properly only by a local subset of the seismic stations,
thus yielding too few picks to retrieve a stable hypocenter.
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Table 2: Summary of magnitude frequency-statistics of absolute locations as illustrated
by Fig. 20 and 21 for different catalogue qualities and subregions, respectively, obtained
after bootstrap re-sampling. The subregions are those investigated in Sec. 4.2.

region quality N(events) Mc b-value

Marmara Section (Fig. 27a)

fair

971 2.1± 0.1 1.29± 0.08

Fig. 21

Southern Shelf (Fig. 27b) 853 2.0± 0.2 1.18± 0.09
Western Marmara (Fig. 33) 563 2.0± 0.1 1.39± 0.10

Princes Island S. (Fig. 29b) 596 1.9± 0.1 1.59± 0.10
Yalova-Hersek S. (Fig. 29d) 463 1.9± 0.1 1.49± 0.11
Marmara Region (Fig. 18) 4452 1.9± 0.1 1.25± 0.05

Marmara Region Fig. 17
fair 4452 1.9± 0.1 1.24± 0.05

Fig. 20good 3643 1.9± 0.1 1.23± 0.06
best 2544 2.0± 0.1 1.20± 0.02

Comparison of old and new absolute locations The new locations achieve an im-
provement with respect to the initial hypocenters particularly in their horizontal dis-
tribution which shows less epicentral spread and sharper contours of seismically active
clusters (Fig. 23). The new distribution also creates more differentiated hypocentral
depths (Fig. 23a–23b). Several of the initial hypocenters seem to have been located
at fixed depth (at 7.5 km), a substantial portion being distributed in a narrow band
around this depth and another in a more diffuse manner at greater depth. In contrast,
the bulk of new hypocenters are generally located deeper than 7.5 km which is likely
related to the fact that the velocity model used in this study [Karabulut et al., 2011]
is faster on average than that used for instance for the KOERI-locations [Karabulut
et al., 2002]. Some seismicity, however, has been moved closer to the surface. Yet,
differences in this behavior can be observed along the lateral extension of the two ex-
emplary cross-sections. For instance at the Ganos bend which is situated offshore but
near several coast lines, the seismic cloud delineates an EW dipping trend of the activity
(from approximately 8 to 12 km) with some sparse events slipping to shallower depths.
Further East, along the Marmara-Section around the Western-High (WH), near surface
events seem to form systematic clusters of seismic activity. Depth accuracy, however, for
shallow seismicity offshore is hampered by the here present sedimentary layers which are
insufficiently reflected in the 1D-velocity model [Karabulut et al., 2011]. Near surface
seismicity can also be observed at onshore segments of the southern cross-section where
it is likely to represent query blasts. These observations are discussed in further detail
together with the corresponding relative relocations in the following section. Because
some of the features discussed are obscured in Fig. 23 by the catalogue plotted second
and the dislocation vectors, we provide the two shown sets of hypocenters separately in
a flip-book like manner in the appendix (Fig. 43–45).
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Figure 23: Dislocation (green lines) of fair absolute locations (red dots) as calculated
in this study, from the original locations of the merged catalogues (blue dots) in (a) map
view and in cross sections along (b) the Marmara Section and (c) the Southern Shelf
Margin. The comparison of both catalogues is also provided as flip-book in the appendix
where the two sets of hypocenters are plotted separately (Fig. 43–45).
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Table 3: Different employed quality classifications and resulting number of relative relo-
cations Nlocations , based on the following criteria: maximum length of the error ellipse’s
major axis (rmajor,max) and maximum area of the ellipse representing the horizontal
location uncertainty (AerrEll,max).

Quality Nlocations rmajor,max AerrEll,max

1 very best 4407 9km 25 km2

2 all 4657 inf km inf km2

4.2. Spatial distribution of relocated hypocenters

The here presented seismicity catalogue of relative relocated earthquakes consists of
4774 events throughout the Marmara region covering the time interval 2006–2016. We
consider 4407 events with small horizontal location uncertainty for further analysis, i.e.
maximum extent of major axis of error ellipse ≤ 9 km and maximum error ellipse area
≤ 25 km2 (Fig. 18). Within the catalogue of the best relative relocations, we identify
events which likely constitute clusters of quarry blasts. These clusters were defined
by means of a density based clustering analysis [DBSCAN Ester et al., 1996], where a
quarry-cluster had to consist of at least three events within 800 m epicentral distance
and its centroid had to be situated in one of the areas previously constructed on the bases
of the quarry-blast catalogue provided by KOERI (Fig. 18). The green shaded areas
shown in Figures 27 – 33 were finally obtained by joining the 1.2 km neighborhoods
of events that were members of the obtained clusters. Generally events within these
areas are characterized by shallow hypocentral location, presumed as quarry blasts and
discarded from further discussion.

Comparison of absolutely and relatively (re-)located hypocenters With respect to
the absolute locations, the relative relocations achieve further compaction and sharpen-
ing of seismic clusters in the horizontal (Fig. 25). This is equally true for the vertical
distribution although with less precision as compared to the horizontal. Nevertheless
trends of the seismic cloud as well as sharp contours of some sub-clusters within it be-
come visible (Fig. 25b–c). Generally, since the relative relocation initially relies on
pairs of nearby seismicity, isolated seismic events are often discarded by the procedure.
This mostly affects areas far from the core activity spots like for instance the water
area in the middle of the Sea of Marmara. We further discuss the initial, absolute and
relative (re-) locations in selected areas in the following paragraphs. The two sets of
hypocenters shown in Fig. 25 are also provided separately in a flip-book like manner
as electronic supplement in order to make visible features otherwise obscured by the
dislocation vectors and the second layer of hypocenters (Fig. 47–49).

Central Marmara Section and Southern Marmara Shelf The majority of events are
aligned offshore along the northern Marmara Section, extending between the Ganos fault
in the west and the Central Basin in the east, and further eastward offshore of Istanbul
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Figure 25: Dislocation (green lines) of relative relocations (red dots) from absolute
locations (blue dots) in (a) map view and in cross sections along (b) the Marmara
Section and (c) the Southern Shelf Margin. The comparison of both catalogues is also
provided as flip-book in the appendix where the two sets of hypocenters are plotted
separately (Fig. 47–49).
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along the Princes’ Islands segment and a fault aligned parallel to the northern coast
of the Armutlu Pensinsula and running towards the Imrali Basin, the Yalova-Hersek
segment [Pinar et al., 2001, Figures 1 and 27]. The Marmara Section as the seismically
most active strand is part of the main northern NAFZ branch and hosts the largest
part of the relative plate motion, on the order of 10–15 mm/yr [Hergert and Heidbach,
2010, Ergintav et al., 2014]. In first order approximation its trajectory through the Sea
of Marmara is composed of succeeding straight segments delineated by coherent seismic
activity and interrupted by several seismically less active – or entirely inactive – portions
or spots. We refer to this later in the text. The width of the seismicity band is a few tens
of kilometers on average with local variations. Whereas the transform fault character
of the NAFZ suggests that the Marmara Section is a near-vertical fault, the verticality
of the fault would imply that a substantial part of the activity is occurring off the
main branch on secondary and/or splay faults. Such features have been observed earlier
along the Princes’ Islands segment with bursts of activity migrating along a splay fault
[Bulut et al., 2011]. The second coherent seismically active feature seen in the epicentral
distribution is pronounced activity along the Southern Marmara Shelf representing the
northern part of the southern NAFZ branch (Figs. 1 and 27). There, the activity level
is lower and events are less spatially clustered compared to the Marmara Section in the
north.

The hypocentral depth of the seismicity generally extends from a few kilometers down
to 16–18 km throughout the Marmara region. The depth distribution along the Marmara
Section allows to identify systematic lateral variations of the hypocentral distribution
(Fig. 27a). We highlight the trend of the lower bound of the seismogenic layer with
an upper and lower estimate of the same, by calculating the depth down to which 85
– 95 % of the seismicity occurs in lengthwise equally long intervals. We applied this
procedure to all cross sections (Figures 27 – 33), where the number of intervals a cross-
section was divided into, was chosen such that every interval contained at least one
event. The resulting values were locally averaged with a running mean. The activity
spots west of the Tekirdak Basin (TB) and below the Western High (WH) show activity
down to the base of the seismogenic layer (∼18 km) (Fig. 27a). The here reported
depths are generally consistent with previous values reported by Schmittbuhl et al.
[2015]. Only slight discrepancies can be observed in comparison with Yamamoto et al.
[2017], who determine deeper hypocenters and vanishing shallow seismicity below the
Western High (WH) using ten months of OBS data recorded immediately above the
seismicity. Seismicity clusters and quiescent areas marked by Yamamoto et al. [2017]
can also be identified in our catalog, indicating that there are no short-term spatio-
temporal variations existing in the study area during the 10 years of observation except
in shallow sedimentary layers where gas emissions have been reported [Tary et al., 2011]
and seismicity there has been identified as after shocks to M > 4 earthquakes [Cros
and Geli, 2013]. We find a similar trend of the lower boundary for the depth of seismic
activity as Yamamoto et al. [2017] It becomes shallower towards the east, starting from
a minimum of ∼18 km depth below the Western High, and passing the Central Basin
(CB), it reaches down to ∼12 km only below the Kumburgaz Basin (KB) (Fig. 27a). In
contrast, hypocentral depths east of the Central High drop to almost 20 km again (Fig.
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Figure 27: (a) Epicenter map with the surface projections of two east-west trending
vertical cross sections containing the seismicity shown in (b) and (c). The extent of
the volume included in a cross section is delineated by the dashed black lines where the
volume’s width is indicated by the orthogonal line at its beginning and the orientation
of the cross section by the arrowhead at its end. Areas colored green contain dense
epicentral clusters likely corresponding to quarry blasts. b) Depth section along the
main northern NAFZ branch below the Sea of Marmara between the Ganos fault and
the Istanbul bend. The light-red band delineates the base of the seismogenic layer (see
section 4.2 for details). (Caption continues on the next page.)
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Figure 27: (Continued caption from previous page.) Cyan colored ellipses indicate
aseismic patches of the fault. Abbreviations indicate geographical features as in Fig.
1 and are orthogonally projected onto the central line of the cross section for better
orientation. c) Depth section along the main southern NAFZ branch along the southern
shore of the Sea of Marmara coinciding with the Southern Shelf Margin.

27a). The Cinarcik Basin (CCB) shows activity down to ∼18 km. Most interestingly,
there are two well-defined aseismic patches that show the same characteristics as those
recently reported along the Princes’ Islands segment [Bohnhoff et al., 2013] and along
the combined Izmit-Düzce rupture [Bohnhoff et al., 2016a]. The first aseismic patch
extends from the surface down to ∼10 km and is located between the Tekirdak Basin
and the Western High (Fig. 27a). The second, located further east below the Central
High, even extends down to the base of the seismogenic crust. On the basis of the
new absolute hypocenters, both aseismic patches are characterized by sparse seismicity
(Fig. 23 ). Whereas this holds true from the perspective of the original locations for
the second aseismic patch, the first is not visible here (Fig. 25). These aseismic patches
are of particular interest as they may represent either creeping segments or locked fault
asperities and thus potential nucleation points of future ruptures [Bohnhoff et al., 2013,
2016a]. Two doublets of earthquake repeaters were previously found in the vicinity of
the Western High and Central Basin (yellow stars in Fig. 27 and 27a) [Bohnhoff et al.,
2017b] and they were interpreted to indicate fault creep. However, they appear to be
located outside of the here reported aseismic patches. This would imply that there is
no indication for creep along the two aseismic patches. They thus can be considered
to reflect locked patches of the main NAFZ branch below the Sea of Marmara, thereby
representing potential nucleation points of future earthquakes in this region.

The hypocentral depth along the Southern Marmara Shelf is generally slightly shal-
lower than along the Marmara Section and it shows a consistent lower boundary at
∼14 km (Fig. 27b). Lateral variations from west to east are smoother than along the
Marmara Section but still do allow to identify active portions throughout the seismo-
genic layer in the western half (km 0–100 in Fig. 27b) and in the east (km 150–200)
and a nearly-aseismic patch around the Uluabad Basin. Since there is less consensus on
whether the Southern Marmara Shelf represents a coherent NAFZ fault branch similar
to the Marmara Section in the north, we do not further interpret the tectonic role of
this aseismic portion.

Eastern Sea of Marmara The seismicity distribution in the eastern Sea of Marmara
is shown in Figure 29. There, the NAFZ branches into two main fault strands, the
Princes’ Islands segment in the north and Yalova-Hersek segment in the south. Both
strands bound the pull-apart Cinarcik Basin depocenter which is a half-graben structure
with a sedimentary thickness on the order of 3–4 km [Le Pichon et al., 2001, Karabulut
et al., 2002, Acarel et al., 2014]. The epicentral distribution in this region allows to
identify pronounced seismicity along both fault strands with a lateral extension across
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the fault on the order of ∼20 km. Both strands were recently shown to merge towards
a single master fault below the base of the seismogenic layer [Bohnhoff et al., 2013].
In order to separate on-fault from off-fault seismicity we plot vertical transects of two
different widths along the Princes’ Islands segment (Fig. 29a + 29b) and along the
Yalova-Hersek segment (Fig. 29c + 29d). For the Princes’ Islands segment we identify
and confirm the existence of a ∼10 km deep and 40 km long aseismic patch with a
slightly deeper extend at its western part (Fig. 29b). This feature is clearly visible
also among the new absolute locations but obscured in the merged catalogue by the
concentration of seismicity at 7.5 km depth (appendix Fig. 43–51). The Imrali Basin is
entirely inactive while the Yalova-Hersek segment hosts an aseismic patch down to 10
km (Fig. 29d). The latter is interpreted to reflect a potential fault asperity similar to
that identified along the Princes’ Islands segment.

Depth transects perpendicular to the Princes’ Islands segment are shown in Fig. 31.
They confirm that the actual main fault branch (indicated by thick magenta colored
line in Fig. 31) is seismically inactive from the Istanbul bend in the west until 20°10’E
longitude in the east (Figs. 31b – 31d). Assuming a southward near vertical dip, some
dense seismic activity occurs only near the bottom of the seismogenic layer. West of
longitude 29°10’ other seismicity along these transects is predominantly observed further
south-west and off the presumable fault-plane. The phenomenon of abundant off-fault
seismicity has been recently reported for the San Jacinto Fault, California [Ross et al.,
2017]. For this seismicity to occur on the main fault, the Princes’ Island segment would
need to have a dip of nearly 45° from the mapped location of its fault escarpment. Beyond
longitude 29°10’ (and particularly at the site crossed by profile (f)) the seismicity extends
to both sides of the fault. However, the calculated focal mechanisms of earthquakes
located west of the Istanbul bend (Fig 34, focal mechanisms 4 and 5) suggest fault
planes oriented rather parallel to the Princes’ Island segment indicating extensional off-
fault structures. Örgülü [2011] describe the Cinarcik Basin as a mature basin in which
a through-going fault has developed only recently from “coalescence of short strike-slip
segments in en-echelon form”. Possibly the formation is not yet fully concluded and the
formation process is continued a few km further south of the mapped fault escarpment.

Western Marmara Seismicity along the western Marmara Section is shown in Fig. 33.
While the onshore Ganos fault does not show any seismicity, in good accordance with
earlier findings of a locked status there (Fig. 33) [Motagh et al., 2007], the offshore
portion west of the Tekirdak Basin does show activity throughout the seismogenic layer
with an aseismic patch down to 10 km below the Tekirdak Basin itself (Fig. 33a). This
is in agreement with findings from Yamamoto et al. [2017]. The depth section across the
fault (Fig. 33c) indicates that actually most of the activity is diffuse off-fault activity
raising the question whether the actual fault might be aseismic as well and the seismicity
reflects activation of minor branches and splay faults. The sparse seismicity along the
Southern Marmara Shelf does not allow to clearly discriminate seismically active from
inactive patches.
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Figure 29: (a) The epicenter map for the eastern Sea of Marmara delineates the surface
projections of the vertical cross sections shown in (b)–(e) using the same symbolic scheme
as in Fig. 27. The fault escarpment of the Princes’ Island Segment (PIS) is marked in
magenta. (b) and (c) Cross sections along the Princes’ Islands segment between the
Istanbul bend and the western termination of the 1999 Izmit rupture with increasing
width of the cross-sectional volume. The cyan colored ellipse marks an aseismic patch.
(d) and (e) Yalova-Hersek segment at the southern margin of the Imrali Basin, with
increasing width of the cross-sectional volume.
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Figure 31: (a) Epicenter map with the surface projections of the vertical cross sections
shown in (b)–(g) (cross sections and other symbols as in Fig. 27) where the latter
orthogonally strike through the Princes’ Islands segment (PIS, also see Fig. 29) and are
sorted from West to East. The magenta colored arrow indicates the presumable fault’s
surface expression and dip (plotted to correspond 80°, note that the angle seems smaller
due to the aspect ratio of the figure). The cyan colored ellipse marks an aseismic patch.
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Figure 33: (a) Epicenter map for the western Sea of Marmara at the termination of the
Ganos fault with the surface projections of the vertical cross sections shown in (b)–(e)
(cross sections and other symbols as in Fig. 27). (b) Western end of the Marmara
Section of the northern NAFZ branch coinciding the eastern termination of the 1912
Ganos rupture [Armijo et al., 1999]. (c) Seismicity between the Marmara Section of
the northern NAFZ branch and the South Marmara Fault [Le Pichon et al., 2014]. (d)
Cross section cutting through the seismicity depicted in (b) and (c). (e) Seismicity at
the western end of the South Marmara Fault.
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4.3. Identification of locked and creeping fault sections

Locked patches Based on the spatial distribution of seismicity along the Marmara
Section as the main NAFZ fault branch extending along the northern Sea of Marmara
we can refine the previous understanding of their current nature of deformation (locked
versus creeping). Recent seismological and geodetic investigations support the view that
the northern branch of the NAFZ, the Marmara Section, currently hosts both locked
and creeping fault sections. The onshore Ganos fault immediately to the west of the
Sea of Marmara where a M7.4 earthquake occurred in 1912 is currently locked [Motagh
et al., 2007, Ergintav et al., 2014, Klein et al., 2017]. This is in good agreement with
our results where dominant off-fault seismicity is observed around the Ganos segment
(Fig. 33a). Likewise, there are strong indications that the same is true for the Princes’
Island Segment offshore Istanbul [Bohnhoff et al., 2013, Ergintav et al., 2014], where the
seismic gap down to 10 km depth as reported earlier is confirmed by the here presented
hypocenter catalogue.

While the western and eastern portions of the Marmara Section of the NAFZ are
comparatively well studied, less information exists for the central part. This is due to
the previously less dense distribution of permanent seismic stations there and due to
the absence of islands to the south of the fault, preventing from obtaining near-fault
GPS measurements. Several aseismic patches previously observed during a tenmonth
long OBS-campaign [Yamamoto et al., 2017] can be confirmed to be quiescent over
the entire observational period of ten years of this study. Whereas these features are
very prominent in our relocated catalogue and can partially also be identified in the
catalogue of new absolute locations, the abundant occurrence of seismicity at a fixed
depth of 7.5 km in the merged original locations prevents the sight on most of them
there. Furthermore, first results from sea-floor based deformation measurements from
acoustic extensometers also seem to favor a locked over a creeping status for the Istanbul-
Silivri fault segment / Kumburgaz Basin west of Istanbul [Sakic et al., 2016] and below
the Western High [Yamamoto et al., 2016].

Creeping patches However, there are also strong indications for creeping sections be-
low parts of the western Marmara Section based on the observation of repeating earth-
quakes and small b-values around the Central Basin and the Western High [Yamamoto
et al., 2016, Schmittbuhl et al., 2016, Bohnhoff et al., 2017b] where creep rates might lo-
cally accommodate as much as 25–75% of the plate deformation [Bohnhoff et al., 2017b].
The limitation of repeating earthquakes to the Western High and Central Basin regions
establishes a focus on the adjacent areas, i.e. the edges of the central Marmara Section,
namely the Tekirdag Basin and the Kumburgaz Basin/Central High region, where larger
aseismic patches indicate potentially locked fault segments.

4.4. Focal mechanisms

Based on the here presented 10-year seismicity catalogue, we also determine singleevent
focal mechanism solutions for the largest events in order to study the kinematic set-
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ting along the principal NAFZ fault branches below the Sea of Marmara. We use the
automatically determined P-wave first-motion polarities to calculate a total of 140 fo-
cal mechanisms which were calculated for events located with ≥ 20 P-picks containing
≥ 18 P-wave first motion polarities, ≥ 12 S-picks, azimuthal gap ≤ 90◦, area of error
ellipse ≤ 25 km2, focal depth in the range of [4, 20] km and magnitude Mw ≥ 2.7.
The inversion was performed with the HASH software [Hardebeck and Shearer, 2002].
The epicenters of all focal mechanisms and 46 beach-balls are shown on a map of the
region in Fig. 34 together with selected focal mechanisms previously published [Örgülü,
2011, Öztürk et al., 2015]. The P- and T-axis distribution of all solutions is displayed
on a stereographic projection of the lower hemisphere in Fig. 35. Our focal mechanism
solutions were divided into four categories of quality according to table 4.

The spread of fault-plane uncertainties is large (13° < ∆FP < 53°), the average fault
plane uncertainty being 37°. The behavior of the uncertainty cannot be unambiguously
linked to one cause or parameter. Additionally to the fault-plane uncertainty (in degrees
as returned by HASH), we also consider the number of first-motion polarities inverted
as a proxy for a focal mechanisms quality (Table 4). However, there is a large spread in
the correlation of these two parameters (as well as in the correlation between magnitude
and number of first-motion polarities). Apart from falsely picked first-motion polarities,
this is likely because the coverage of the focal sphere is not optimal in general and also it
varies strongly in between events. However, the inversion scheme is very sensitive to the
coverage as well as to the orientation of the true underlying focal plane. For the method
employed here smaller uncertainties would first of all require a complete coverage of the
focal sphere particularly at its poles. Four of our focal mechanism solutions have been
previously determined by Öztürk et al. [2015] too (focal plane # = 1, 18, 42 and 46, also
see Table 5). The pairs of solutions are congruent. Detailed depiction of our solutions to
three previously calculated focal-mechanism solutions, including first-motion polarities
and P- and T-axis of all “acceptable solutions” [Hardebeck and Shearer, 2002] are shown
in the appendix (Fig. 37, 39 and 40).

The analyzed earthquakes display predominantly near horizontal SW-NE striking T-
axis, most P-axis spreading along a band striking NW-SE (Fig. 35). This corresponds
to focal mechanisms predominantly ranging in the strike-slip and normal faulting regime
with no clear dependence on their magnitude, confirming the earlier findings of a primar-
ily transtensional regime in the larger Marmara region [Armijo et al., 1999, Le Pichon
et al., 2001, Bohnhoff et al., 2006]. This observation holds for the NAFZ northern branch
from the Western High eastwards to the rupture area of the 1999 Izmit earthquake as
well as along the Southern Shelf Margin west of the Gemlik Bay (Fig. 34). The fact
that no spatially isolated pure strike-slip or normal faulting segments are observed seems
to indicate that there is neither a single through-going strike-slip fault as proposed by
Le Pichon et al. [2001] nor a dominantly set of en-echelon normal faulting Armijo et al.
[2002]. In contrast, the entire region currently sees both strike-slip and normal faulting
along the entire NAFZ section below the Sea of Marmara leaving the question open
whether a pending larger earthquake might be one dominantly strike-slip event or a
series of smaller normal faulting earthquakes.

Two focal mechanisms were calculated west of the Istanbul bend (numbers 6 and 7 in
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Table 4: Table relating color of compressional quadrant of beachballs in Fig. 34 to
respective fault plane uncertainty (∆FP, last column in Table 5) in degrees. N(FP) is
the count of fault planes assigned to a certain uncertainty category.

∆FP < 20° < 25° < 35° < 45° ≥ 45° total
color

N(FP) 2 9 28 4 3 46 Fig. 34)
N(FP) 2 8 47 56 27 140 Fig. 35)
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Figure 34: Location of 140 events from Fig. 35 (their P- and T-axis on lower hemi-
sphere) displayed by red circles and focal mechanism solutions for 46 relocated events
with moment magnitude 2.7 ≤ Mw ≤ 4.5 (from the 140 solutions, the 6 largest events
and out of the remaining, the 40 best; also see Table 5). The beachball size corresponds
to the magnitude. Relocated seismicity (from Fig. 18) is marked by gray dots. The focal
mechanisms were chosen according to their solution quality and magnitude (see Section
4.4 for details). The color of the compressive quadrants, green, yellow, orange and red,
indicate decreasing quality of a focal plane solution (see Table 4 for the corresponding
interval of fault plane uncertainty in degrees). Black and gray focal planes are from
Örgülü [2011] and Öztürk et al. [2015], respectively.
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P-axis
T-axis

Figure 35: P- and T-axis of 140 fault-plane solutions plotted on a stereographic pro-
jection of the lower hemisphere and symbolized by crosses and open circles respectively.
The P- and T-axis are color encoded according to the quality of the corresponding
fault-plane solution (also see Table 4). The epicenters of the corresponding events are
highlighted in Fig. 34.

Fig. 34), being both normal faulting and suggesting that the ruptured faults form a large
angle with the main fault trace to the north. This further supports the hypothesis that
the seismicity of this region is occurring predominantly off-fault and therefore the main
section could be accumulating seismic energy. In contrast, around the Central Basin
(focal mechanisms 40, 1, 2, 3) the fault plane striking approximately ∼80° is in good
agreement with the main fault trace at this area. This could provide further indication
that around the Central Basin the seismicity occurs predominantly on the fault and that
a portion of the slip is released aseismically.

Many of the focal mechanisms have a significant reverse component: 25 % measure
oblique plunge of the tensional axis (22.5° < pl(T) <= 67.5°), another 4 % near vertical
(pl(T) <= 22.5°) reverse components. This result contradicts the large scale picture,
that the Sea of Marmara region is dominated by a transtensional stress regime, raising
the question of how reliable this is. However, the set of focal mechanisms with thrust
components includes such with comparatively small uncertainties (Fig. 38) thus con-
firming previous observations of local thrust faulting throughout the Sea of Marmara
region made by other studies [Pinar et al., 2001, 2003, Bohnhoff et al., 2006, Bulut et al.,
2009, Öztürk et al., 2015]. The agglomeration of reverse faulting in the West near the
Ganos Bend can be attributed to a transpressional stress-field component which results
from the change of strike of the Marmara Section here [Pinar et al., 2003, Janssen et al.,
2009, Örgülü, 2011, Öztürk et al., 2015]. In contrast rather sparse reverse faulting in
other areas, e.g. the Central Basin as well as around the termination of the 1999 Izmit
rupture, is explained with the activation of subsidiary faults, e.g. antithetic Riedel shears
developing in vicinity of main E-W striking fault, [Pinar et al., 2003].
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5. Conclusions

We present a refined hypocenter catalogue for the Sea of Marmara containing 6812
earthquake locations recorded during a 101

2 year period of time in the years 2006–2016.
Relative relocation yields a subset of 4407 high precision earthquake locations. We cal-
culate moment magnitudes for 5353 and focal mechanisms for 140 earthquakes. Our
results are based on the analysis of recordings from several permanent seismic networks,
most importantly of the integrated datasets provided by the two major national seismo-
logical services (AFAD and KOERI) running the largest seismological networks in the
area. We employed an analysis scheme including automatized timing of P- and S-phases,
determination of the P-wave first-motion polarity and an iterative travel-time inversion.
Particular caution was exercised during the automatic picking, where results for P- and
S-phases were assigned continuous uncertainties and validated with a representative set
of manual reference picks.

A previously developed automatized picking scheme was modified and adapted to the
here analyzed regional seismicity. Approximately 360,000 P- and S-picks were retrieved
and 165,000 crustal first arriving P- and S-phases inverted. With respect to manual ref-
erence picks, 68 % of automatic P- and S-picks lie within ∼0.1s and ∼0.3s, respectively.
Despite rigorously discarding seismic recordings without determinable seismic onsets, an
iterative travel-time inversion-scheme improves location accuracy by discarding further
miss-picked phase onsets. During this procedure, we fall back to phase-pick uncertain-
ties which were calculated with a novel approach employing multiple application of the
Akaike-Information-Criterion (AIC) to different windows of a seismic recording that
likely contain the targeted seismic onset.

Our absolute (and relatively relocated) earthquake hypocenters make out more than
one half (one third) of the ∼12, 000 earthquakes reported by the national seismological
services and other researchers. We show that the loss affects small earthquakes that were
likely recorded by a small fraction of the network only and thus lack sufficient observa-
tions needed for precise localization. However, the final relative relocation of hypocenters
yields a consistent long-term observation of a decade of regional seismic activity along
the Marmara Section of the North Anatolian Fault Zone, during a seismotectonic period
that presumably is developing towards a major M ≥ 7 earthquake posing a significant
seismic risk to substantial infrastructure in the Istanbul metropolitan area. Compared
to the original merged catalog, our automatized processing chain achieves a substantial
improvement particularly of epicentral location accuracy. In areas at close proximity to
seismic stations, e.g. the Princes’ Island segment, the improvement is distinct also in the
vertical. The relative relocation further compacts densely occurring seismicity, revealing
linear trends as well as sharpening the contours of its distribution.

The epicentral distribution delineates the Marmara Section of the northern branch of
the NAF as the more active compared to the northern most branch of the southern NAF
along the Southern Shelf Margin. Three unambiguously identifiable aseismic patches on
the Marmara Section raise the question on the cause of this quiescence. Aseismic creep
has been deduced from the occurrence of seismic repeaters as well as from large deforma-
tion rates measured with acoustic extensometers for some locations in the western half of
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the central part of the Marmara Section (Western High, Central Basin). However they
are located outside the aseismic patches on which we report here, indicating that they
are probably locked fault patches and thus potential nucleation points for the pending
Marmara earthquake. Neither repeaters nor large deformation rates are reported for the
Princes’ Island segment. Seismic activity in the past decade seems to occur off fault
and predominantly on the edges of the aseismic patch, supporting previous studies that
this fault segment in the immediate vicinity to the Istanbul Metropolitan area is locked.
With respect to the E-W orientation of the central Marmara Section, we predominantly
observe sub-parallelly striking strike-slip as well as normal faulting mechanisms of par-
allel and almost orthogonal strike. These mechanisms do not correlate clearly with
magnitude, indicating that the region finds itself in a transtensional stress regime. Ob-
servation of well resolved reverse faulting mechanisms confirms results of other studies
that numerous subsidiary faults exist in the area. This could be attributed to fault
stepovers along the Marmara Section and supports the hypothesis of ongoing structure
development. Consequently the here presented results show that neither the pure strike-
slip nor the normal fault model are supported by the data. Instead a combination of
both, with intersecting strike-slip and normal fault segments along the Marmara Section
of the NAFZ is suggested by our findings.
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A. Kurtosis and Akaike Information Criterion

Kurtosis Küperkoch et al. [2010] showed that in contrast to other characteristic func-
tions like for instance the short-term average over long-term average (STA/LTA), the
kurtosis calculated on a window causally running over the filtered waveform is not only
sensitive to amplitude but also to frequency and phase changes, and thus can be used
as a characteristic function (CF) to amplify also very subtle onsets of seismic signals. In
order to pick the first incoming P-wave we calculated the causally running kurtosis of a
vertical recording possibly containing the entire wave-train of the event. The kurtosis
K for a statistical process sampled by x = [x1, ..., xN] equals the quotient of the fourth

and the squared second statistical moment, µ(4) and µ(2)2 respectively,

K =
µ(4)

µ(2)2
=

N∑
j=1

(
xj – x̄

)4
(

N∑
j=1

(
xj – x̄

)2)2
(1)

where x̄ represents the mean value of the suit of samples. As such the kurtosis describes
the tails of a statistical process, i.e. for instance compared to a statistical process whose
values obey a Gaussian probability distribution, another statistical process will have a
higher kurtosis if it produces more extreme occurrences. The maximum of the running
kurtosis time series thus serves as a refined trigger crudely estimating the P-phase arrival.
This first step is illustrated in the uppermost row (Z-component) in Fig. 4, showing a
30 s long three component recording.

AIC In order to determine precisely the onset of the seismic phase, the wavelet was
then cut 10 s prior and after the kurtosis’ maximum. As depicted in Fig. 6 this time
window of the wavelet was then used to calculate a suit of AIC-functions after [Maeda,
1985]. Maeda’s representation of the AIC is a time series too, which essentially measures
the relative misfit of statistical models assuming that the waveform is composed of two
consecutive portions, the first being white noise which is then succeeded by an emerging
signal. This time series ideally yields a global minimum at the moment of the signal
onset. The kth sample of the AIC applied to a real discrete time series x = [x1, ..., xN]
is defined as

aick(x) = k log(var1,k(x)) + (N – k) log(vark+1,N(x)) (2)

where varn,k(x) = var([xn, ..., xk]) = µ(2)([xn, ..., xk]) is the variance (or the second

statistical moment) of x restricted to the interval from nth to kth sample. It has been
frequently used to determine the onset of seismic signals in other automatized picking
algorithms [Zhang et al., 2003] or as visual picking assistance to a human operator
[Jousset et al., 2013].
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Table 5: Table of earthquakes for which focal plane solutions are presented in Fig. 34
where they can be identified by the index given the first column (#). The faultplane
uncertainty and the number of first-motion polarities used to calculate the focal plane
solution are given in the last two columns, ∆FP and N(FM), respectively. Focal plane
solutions that can also be found in Öztürk et al. [2015] are highlighted in dark gray.

# eventID origin time MW longitude latitude depth strike dip rake ∆FP N(FM)
1 2013331000004 2013.11.27 04:13:37 4.1 27.9250 40.8290 9.00 70 62 -155 53 39
2 2016084000000 2016.03.24 08:04:59 2.9 27.9517 40.8255 8.34 285 56 -107 31 21
3 2010064000003 2010.03.05 17:31:55 2.7 28.0405 40.8173 7.47 82 54 -108 28 22
4 2008204000001 2008.07.22 10:04:01 3.1 28.0563 40.8168 9.00 80 67 -170 30 19
5 2016030000000 2016.01.30 09:03:14 3.1 28.0397 40.7910 11.02 274 67 -103 30 27
6 2015320000004 2015.11.16 16:36:25 2.7 28.7748 40.8308 8.90 330 60 -90 31 27
7 2015320000006 2015.11.16 17:04:13 3.0 28.7820 40.8260 9.57 316 33 -105 26 26
8 2015225000001 2015.08.13 01:01:29 3.3 29.2888 40.6938 11.97 80 87 -179 20 36
9 2008296000001 2008.10.22 01:00:36 3.5 29.1827 40.7320 9.40 104 62 -177 31 23

10 2009193000000 2009.07.12 06:59:12 2.8 29.1765 40.6563 11.19 88 47 -89 31 20
11 2008072000002 2008.03.12 18:53:32 4.1 29.0267 40.6087 13.74 132 64 -110 48 23
12 2011020000000 2011.01.20 02:09:37 3.8 29.8102 40.6945 14.70 292 68 178 42 24
13 2013229000001 2013.08.17 18:16:31 3.8 29.1310 40.4140 9.00 67 42 -113 56 27
14 2015339000005 2015.12.05 20:53:52 3.2 29.0773 40.4383 12.21 277 46 -116 19 42
15 2009011000001 2009.01.11 06:07:19 3.1 29.0290 40.5960 1.31 110 47 -149 21 25
16 2008279000000 2008.10.05 06:04:05 3.8 29.0242 40.5920 12.72 96 64 -111 30 22
17 2010162000001 2010.06.11 10:56:45 3.8 28.9468 40.4268 9.74 278 57 -143 30 23
18 2011228000001 2011.08.16 17:30:07 3.6 28.8890 40.4288 7.62 126 37 -113 27 26
19 2010013000001 2010.01.13 03:54:52 3.0 28.7700 40.6310 11.37 260 80 -167 29 31
20 2012293000000 2012.10.19 08:17:25 3.1 28.6370 41.0270 11.57 249 73 -172 31 26
21 2009213000003 2009.08.01 16:42:39 3.6 28.2832 40.3395 12.80 246 88 177 23 30
22 2009214000001 2009.08.02 01:21:08 2.8 28.2797 40.3387 12.19 254 84 142 31 35
23 2008203000000 2008.07.21 00:32:24 2.7 28.3460 40.8390 11.69 278 80 -170 28 23
24 2010276000003 2010.10.03 17:49:04 3.9 28.1455 40.8143 10.78 74 84 179 28 36
25 2011214000001 2011.08.02 04:42:30 2.9 27.9618 40.2370 13.55 265 85 -169 31 23
26 2014184000001 2014.07.03 05:04:46 4.0 27.9380 40.2017 11.92 277 89 -115 43 58
27 2009117000004 2009.04.27 19:03:07 3.8 27.5258 40.7322 15.60 265 62 -144 24 38
28 2016095000000 2016.04.04 16:31:29 3.0 27.5972 40.3520 10.19 300 66 -115 24 18
29 2015355000000 2015.12.21 01:16:00 2.8 27.2780 40.2260 14.95 247 66 112 30 25
30 2014253000008 2014.09.10 22:33:41 2.8 27.5017 40.2963 10.10 92 84 -162 25 23
31 2008197000000 2008.07.15 09:19:49 3.6 27.4393 40.3610 14.82 76 40 179 29 26
32 2010149000000 2010.05.29 02:05:58 2.8 27.4297 40.5865 14.48 308 86 167 27 29
33 2010365000002 2010.12.31 20:57:37 3.7 27.3632 40.5658 15.28 254 55 -165 29 31
34 2016088000007 2016.03.28 17:23:47 3.2 27.5182 40.7303 14.21 247 89 161 22 27
35 2014281000001 2014.10.08 03:08:50 2.9 27.4715 40.7865 17.42 277 30 -176 24 24
36 2009024000007 2009.01.24 15:58:40 3.9 27.7547 40.7892 14.90 149 32 -108 27 44
37 2010299000004 2010.10.26 22:09:41 3.2 27.6792 40.8008 10.78 265 57 119 14 30
38 2013289000001 2013.10.16 12:53:43 2.8 27.6767 40.8080 18.40 86 83 -172 31 26
39 2011206000020 2011.07.25 20:43:53 3.3 27.7490 40.7978 9.38 253 53 -175 28 29
40 2009077000008 2009.03.18 16:33:38 3.4 27.7420 40.8058 9.40 261 63 176 27 39
41 2015301000001 2015.10.28 16:20:03 3.9 27.7495 40.8122 11.79 308 39 -86 43 39
42 2011206000001 2011.07.25 17:57:21 4.5 27.7508 40.8132 11.90 278 48 -103 37 43
43 2009025000009 2009.01.25 08:28:38 2.7 27.7552 40.7995 12.66 85 78 -93 29 24
44 2009023000001 2009.01.23 16:34:52 3.3 27.7572 40.7953 13.26 156 36 -101 25 42
45 2009025000002 2009.01.25 02:54:23 2.8 27.7582 40.7945 12.25 88 47 -122 30 33
46 2012159000003 2012.06.07 20:54:26 4.3 27.9180 40.8402 11.55 98 56 -156 24 34

B. Focal mechanisms and underlying first-motions
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Figure (37) Figure (38) Figure (39) Figure (40)

Figure 40: Four exemplary focal mechanism solutions from Fig. 34 and Table 5. In-
verted first-motion polarities are shown as blue circles, red crosses and green dots re-
sembling up, down and indeterminable first motions, respectively. The P- and T-axis of
“acceptable solutions” returned by HASH [Hardebeck and Shearer, 2002] are shown as
gray circles and crosses, respectively. The title lists the focal mechanism ID (#), focal
plane uncertainty (∆FP) and number of first-motions inverted (N(FM)).
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Figure 41: Automatically calculated first-motions in relation to previously manually
determined Up- and Down-first-motions.
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C. Flip-book of initial, new absolute and new relocated
hypocenter locations

We compared the original to our new absolute locations as well as the latter to the
relative relocations with respect to the epicentral as well as the depth distribution in
the cross-sections shown along the Marmara Section, the Southern Shelf Margin and
the Princes’ Island segment by plotting dislocation vectors in Fig. 23 and 25. Although
this is the most concise way to compare two catalogues, many of the dislocation vectors
overlap thus obscuring some of the details. We here plot the catalogues individually each
on a new page, in order to compare old and new locations in a flip-book like manner.
The catalogues are organized as follows:

1. Merged catalogue (original locations, Fig. 43)

2. Fair absolute locations (Fig. 45)

3. Absolute locations (restricted to corresponding relative relocation, Fig. 47)

4. Relative relocations (Fig. 49)

5. Merged catalogue (restricted to corresponding relative relocation, Fig. 51)
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Figure 43: Merged original catalogues (restricted to events with a correspondent in the
catalogue of fair absolute locations).
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Figure 45: Fair absolute locations.This is some dummy text that will not appear. It
only creates an additional line to align figures of the flip book equally.
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Figure 47: Fair absolute locations (restricted to events with a correspondent in the
catalogue of the very best relocations).
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Figure 49: Relocated catalog.This is some dummy text that will not appear. It only
creates an additional line to align figures of the flip book equally.
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Figure 51: Merged original catalogues (restricted to events with a correspondent in the
catalogue of the very best relocations).
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